The topic of the presented paper is a promising approach to achieve optimal Design of Experiment (DoE), i.e. spreading of points within a design domain, using a simulation of a discrete dynamical system of interacting particles within an n-dimensional design space. The system of mutually repelling particles represents a physical analogy of the Audze-Eglājs (AE) optimization criterion and its periodical modification (PAE), respectively. The paper compares the performance of two approaches to implementation: a single-thread process using the JAVA language environment and a massively parallel solution employing the nVidia CUDA platform.
STATE OF THE ART
Engineers must face the fact that many data needed for their decisions are uncertain or even inherently random. A decision must be made and one of the rational approaches is to consider a certain model of reality and consider selected inputs as random variables. Such a probabilistic approach is long accepted as a reasonable way to deal with uncertainties. As the model of a system under consideration (e.g. a finite element model of a structure) is often a complicated transformation of input variables, the full model is sometimes substituted by a simplified approximation -a surrogate model (response surface, neural network etc.). Such an approximation must be based and validated using an optimal set of input realizations. Statistical computations with the full model of the surrogate model must then be performed with realizations, i.e. values of the input variables weighted by the corresponding probability density functions.
The design and assessment of civil engineering structures using the currently valid standards recognize the existence of variability and uncertainty in design variables. The commonly used approach is the method of partial safety factors. This method yields acceptable results for typical structures and structural elements that are not too special and unique and repeat themselves in practice in limited variety. However, there are problems that require a specific, fully probabilistic approach and the standards allow for such a higher level of assessment. This can be the case of atypical or special structures due to their shape, acting loads or mass-produced elements (e.g., railway sleepers) which are worth of special attention. A definite reason for the use of fully probabilistic approach is a deployment of Ing. Petr Frantík, Ph.D., Department of Structural Mechanics, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Brno University of Technology, Veveří 331/95 602 00 Brno, Czech Republic, phone: (+420) 541 147 376, e-mail: kitnarf@cen-trum.cz a newly developed material or construction system for which a design approach and values of safety coefficients are not specified.
As mentioned above, the computational model of a structure can be viewed as a transformation of input random variables. These usually describe the dimensions of structural elements, material properties and the magnitude and duration of acting loads during the structural service life. Only in case of limited number of rather simplified models with low number of input random variables, it is possible to consider their mutual relationships and, using direct transformation, obtain probabilistic description of the output. This is, however, not the case of models of most real structures for which the analytical approach cannot be used due to the complexity of the models. One needs to estimate parameters of the output random vector using statistical analysis, i.e. by performing repeated simulations in the spirit of the Monte-Carlo method. The number of simulations will be denoted N sim .
The most commonly used methods for estimation of statistical characteristics of structure response are the Monte-Carlo methods [1] : primarily the crude Monte-Carlo method (MC), Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) [2, 3] , Importance Sampling (IS), and other. The estimation of statistical characteristics of response by a Monte-Carlo type method is performed as an approximation of integral using appropriately chosen integration points. The integration points are the selected sampling points the design of which is sometimes termed as the Design of Experiment (DoE).
Virtually all problems featuring various joint probability density of inputs can be transformed into selection of sampling points from a simple design domain: a unit hypercube [4] . This hypercube represents a space of independent uniformly distributed random variables. In fact, it represents the space of sampling probabilities of arbitrarily distributed variables. The dimension of the hypercube is N var , which is the number of input random variables.
The execution of a sufficient number of simulations is usually a time-consuming task due to the complexity of the model. This reason leads to efforts aiming at minimization of the number of performed simulations N sim while obtaining statistically significant characteristics of the output. Such a selection of optimal sampling set (DoE) is a part of every Monte-Carlo type method as the accuracy of the used method strongly depends on the choice of integration points.
In case of numerical integration using the Monte-Carlo method, the upper bound on the error of approximation can be estimated, for instance, by the Koksma-Hlawka inequality [5] :
where the left hand side of the inequality is the error of estimation using the average obtained by sampling analysis and is the discrepancy, or the rate of uniformity of distribution of integration points, and is the variation of integrated function. From the above mentioned it is clear that for achieving a robust design of integration points for a general, piecewise smooth function, the bound on error can be minimized only by obtaining as uniform distribution of integration points in design space as possible. The presented paper proposes a way of obtaining such design of integration points. The goal then is to distribute N sim of design points within a N var -dimensional hypercube as evenly as possible. Such a process can be understood as an optimization problem, the objective of which is minimization of a given functional.
The problem at hand (a uniform distribution of finite number of points within a design space) is relevant not only to structural design, but it is also featured in many other engineering tasks, operational research, computer modeling and also in real experimental research.
One of possible optimization methods is sampling by using the LHS method [6, 7] , where the initial coordinates of N sim design points are selected for each individual variable from N sim equidistant subintervals of length of 1/N sim , each of which contains a single point, see figure 1a . By using the LHS method, a perfectly uniform distribution along each separate dimension is achieved. The entire volume of unitary hypercube can be so divided into parts of equal volume. The remaining task is to minimize a chosen optimization criterion by mutual swapping of coordinates. It should be noted that there exist ! different combinations of these coordinates (sampling plans). The time requirements for solving such an optimization problem therefore grows steeply with the number of simulations N sim and with the number of dimensions N var (this task is known to be an NP-hard problem [8] ).
Another way of design of point layout is generating of initial coordinates of N sim points using a pseudorandom number generator. Then, the distribution of points within the design space is optimized by one of possible optimization techniques, such as simulated annealing [8] or genetic algorithm [9, 10] .
An optimal selection of the sampling points can also be performed using some of many criteria proposed in the literature to obtain uniformity of point distribution of low discrepancy of the design. For example, let us mention the criteria Audze-Eglajs (AE) [11] , MaxiMin and MiniMax [12] , Modified [13] , Centered [14] or Wrap-Around [15] L2 discrepancy, Voronoi tessellation [16] . to zero density while the dark gray color corresponds to four times the average density (figure adapted from [19] ).
It has been already shown [17, 4, 19] that the utilization of the AE criterion and also other criteria with intersite distances between points for the optimization of layout of design points in bordered space does not lead to a statistically uniform distribution. Due to the effect of boundaries of the hypercube volume, overly and also insufficiently filled regions tend to emerge. Using of such set of integration points for a Monte-Carlo type method leads to systematically biased results. A perfectly uniform distribution can be obtained considering the periodic extension of design hypercube [4, 19] , see figure 2a. The mentioned modification of the original AE criterion (PAE) provides absolutely even distribution of points, see figure 1b.
Some of the mentioned criteria are based on a physical analogy between layout of integration points within the volume of the hypercube and a system of interacting mass points. Namely, the AudzeEglājs criterion evaluates the amount of accumulated potential energy in a system of mutually repelling particles. The AE criterion assumes that the mutual repelling force between particles i and j is inversely proportional to third power of their mutual distance L ij . In case of the PAE criterion [4, 19] , the shortest distance ij within the periodically expanded design space is considered, see figure 2a. The formula for evaluating the potential energy of the system E PAE can be written as follows:
where min ∆ , ; 1 ∆ , , 3
, being the projection of the distance of points i and j onto dimension v. Increasing the power in (2) to infinity corresponds to transition from AE criterion to MiniMax criterion (maximization of the distance between the closest pair of points).
ANALOGY BETWEEN DOE AND A DISCRETE DYNAMICAL SYSTEM
Instead of utilizing of the AE/PAE criterion as a norm for the combinatorial optimization of initial coordinates, one can consider solving the problem of dynamical system of charged particles directly, see figure 2b . The coordinates of the particles of the dynamical system, after reaching a static equilibrium (minimization of potential energy), may be directly used as coordinates of design points within the unit hypercube.
According to previous results [20] , it can be expected that obtaining of coordinates of design points by using simulation of dynamical system will be significantly more efficient than the combinatorial and heuristic approaches [7] . The proposed approach will also enable solving the DoE issues mentioned below. In practice, after executing a set of designed simulations, there often rises a need of executing several more simulations with coordinates of additional design points [18] . There is, of course, the possibility of designing the layout of the new set of design points N sim . However, this would mean discarding of precious obtained results with design point from a current design. A rational approach therefore is the addition of new design points to the current design and optimization of their coordinates while preserving the coordinates of already performed simulations.
The above-mentioned requirements of design of experiments (periodical extension of design space and optimization of coordinates of newly added points while preserving the results of previously performed simulations) can be satisfied by the simulation of discrete dynamical system.
The aim of long-term efforts of the authors is to develop a robust tool for solving of a discrete dynamical system of interacting particles. By utilization of efficient numerical simulations, the influence of various constitutive laws and optimization criteria will be investigated. Special attention will be paid to the development of a criterion with the ability to consider the uniformity of point distribution not only within the volume of entire design space of dimension N var, but also within all subspaces of lower dimension.
COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION
The initial implementation [20] of dynamical system simulation has been performed in the environment of JAVA programing language. The implementation, utilizing features of object-oriented programing, is executed by a single CPU thread. One can therefore expect that the time requirements of the solution will rise steeply with the number of points within the design hypercube N sim and especially with the dimension of the hypercube N var . The motivation for such kind of implementation was the possibility of rather transparent verification of system behavior and investigation of solution stability. Along with the implementation of dynamical system simulation, a graphic user interface enabling the control and observation of the simulation was created.
After a deeper investigation of the nature of the problem at hand, one can state that solving of such a task could advantageously implemented using massive parallelism. That means a concurrent solution of independent instructions on many threads operated by multiple cores of a graphic processor unit. Using a GPU for tasks other than image processing is known as GPGPU (General-Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units). The two most exploited options are nVidia CUDA [21] and ATI FireStream [22] platforms. Such implementation is then performed in modifications of low-level programing languages, namely the C/C++ family or FORTRAN.
For the implementation of parallelized solution of the discussed dynamical system, the nVidia CUDA platform and the CUDA C/C++ programming language were chosen. The idea of massive parallelism is to divide the solution between many parallel (concurrently running) threads which typically execute identical independent instructions. In case of the solution of dynamical system simulation, one entire step of the dynamical simulation can be divided into the following substeps:
 calculation of components of distance vectors of all point pairs,  calculation of absolute values of distance vectors of all point pairs,  calculation of repelling forces between all point pairs (depends on selected constitutive law),  numerical integration of equations of motion (semi-implicit Euler method).
Each of the listed substeps is executed by the highest possible number of concurrent threads performing identical tasks. The maximal number of concurrently running threads is, usually rather than by the hardware capabilities, limited by the nature of the implemented problem.
A fundamental issue of all parallelized implementations lies in the need to control the read and write events of each thread so that these do not access the same address in memory at the very same time [23] . This situation is known as the race condition and can occur in case of both reading and writing in the memory. When reading, threads which access the memory address later than other can read different value (changed by activity of preceding threads). When writing, on the contrary, the value at the observed memory address might be unintentionally overwritten by the rest of threads. The result of code exhibiting the race condition cannot be predicted as the time during which equally capable threads execute an identical instruction depends on non-deterministic circumstances. Figure 3 offers a simplified illustration of the write-read procedure while performing the above mentioned parts of one step of dynamical simulation. The highest possible number of threads used for execution of each substep is limited by the size of the vector which is the subject of writing. In the figure 3 , the solution of system of three points (N sim = 3) in two-dimensional design space (N var = 2) is shown. The first substep of solution is calculation of distance projections onto individual axes. These coordinate differences are calculated for all point pairs and for all dimensions and the output is stored in a vector of size N var * N sim 2 ; this can be executed without unnecessary delay using N var * N sim 2 active threads. Due to the sufficient hardware capabilities, there exist only two spots of performance drop (known as bottlenecks). Because of possible race condition while writing, it is necessary to add the squared projections along individual dimensions (to get the absolute distances) consecutively for each dimension. The same issue appears for increments of repelling forces between particles: it necessitates consecutive addition of forces from all N sim points; that represents N sim consecutive additions for each point along each single dimension. The following numerical integration using semi-implicit Euler method utilizes an ideal thread count. That means N var * N sim threads.
After considering the above mentioned, one can expect the time requirements of parallelized solution to depend on both point count N sim and dimension count N var approximately linearly.
PERFORMANCE AND COMPUTING TIME ISSUES
The following section offers a performance comparison of the single-thread process implemented in JAVA language [20] and the massively parallelized solution using nVidia CUDA platform. The former was executed on the Intel Core i7-4700MQ processor. Its basic parameters are summarized by figure 4 show the influence of point count N sim on the execution time of 10 4 steps of dynamical simulation. In case of the single-thread JAVA process, roughly quadratic dependence of computational time t CPU on the point count N sim can be identified. The character of execution time of the parallelized solutions t K1100M , t GTX580 and t GTX970 confirms the said assumption of linear dependency. 4 The peak performance of world's most powerful supercomputer, Tianhe-2 (Guangzhou, China), is almost 34 PFLOPS. The steep growth in execution time for both N sim and N var effectively disqualifies the utilization of the single-thread JAVA implementation even for problems of fairly low complexity. The phenomenon of steep growth tends to appear approximately from the point count N sim = 10 in dimension N var = 12 and beyond. One can expect that this is associated with reaching the size of the allocated space in L1 cache of the CPU (32 KB per core). At that time, the process operates roughly with 1600 values of double-precision (binary64). That means the need of storing about 13 KB of data in the L1 cache. Since then, the process clearly begins to use the computer's operation memory which exhibits much longer access time.
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On the other hand, the massively parallel solution seems to be highly suitable for solving such tasks for all maintained data is stored within the GPU's global DRAM memory (2048 / 1536 / 4096 MB) with rather large bandwidth. Further, let us consider that the global memory has the longest access time of all available memory types on the GPU. One can conclude that with a sufficient hardware equipment, the execution time of the parallel solution is extremely insensitive to increase in both the point count N sim and the dimension of the hypercube N var .
CONCLUSION
The paper deals with the approach of optimization of Design of Experiment (DoE) using a simulation of a discrete dynamical system of interacting particles which is analogical to the Audze-Eglājs criterion for optimization of the design. The implemented simulation of dynamical system is based specifically on the periodical modification of the AE criterion that already exhibited excellent results of point layout within the design space.
In the second part of the paper, two performed approaches of solution implementation were presented: the object oriented, single-thread process using the JAVA environment and the massively parallel solution based on the nVidia CUDA platform. For both, the sensitivity of the execution time on the point count N sim and on the hypercube dimension N var was studied.
It was shown that the approach of massive parallelization is highly suitable for solving of such tasks due to its immense computational power and low dependency on the complexity of solved task. Therefore, the current implementation in the CUDA C/C++ language will be further developed and used in the context of collective's research activities.
